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Looking for a dance performer/intern/with or without disabilities (M/F/X)! January
2024 to December 2024 | Closing date: November 13, 2023

November 23 from 9:30 AM to 1:00 PM we will hold an audition at Misiconi. For the year
2024 we are looking for performing dancers who want to join our company. A great
opportunity for people with different backgrounds and experiences in dance.

Misiconi is a dance company with inequality as its greatest asset. This vacancy is
specifically for an executive position. From a day job, paid position as a self-employed
person or as a trainee performing dancer for the dance company (Misiconi Company).
Misiconi is under
the artistic direction of Joop Oonk.

Many of Misiconi's activities are located in South Rotterdam, but the dance company
performs regionally, nationally and internationally. Misiconi has developed
groundbreaking methods for inclusive work with Dutch and international artists, target
groups and partners. The dance company is growing, both in the Netherlands and abroad,
and fulfills its mission with enthusiasm. Would you like to knowmore about us? Then take
a look at: www.misiconi.nl

We are looking for:

● Performing trainees/dance teachers from a dance vocational training course
● Performing dancers with or without dance vocational training (who want to

develop)
● People with a talent for movement and dance, who want and need a (new)

daytime activity
● People with disabilities with a talent for movement and dance

Are you a mover through and through and do you enjoy working in an inclusive and
diverse environment? Are you unsure whether you can become a professional dancer?
Please email us immediately, because Misiconi is open to dancers from non-regular
networks.

What can you expect?
Training is on Thursdays and Fridays from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM in our studio in South of
Rotterdam. Depending on the project and performance, another working day may be
added. You will be asked to participate in the development of projects and possibly
additional tasks.

We offer you a safe, versatile learning/dance place with room for your own initiative and
responsibility. We are happy to share our expertise with you and of course there are
numerous growth opportunities through dance training and performances.

Important:
This concerns a combined position between performing dancer, dance teacher and
guidance tasks. You will also gain experience in teaching and guiding people with
disabilities.

Conditions:
- fully deployable and available on Thursdays and Fridays; 3rd or 4th year of dance
academy, MBO, HBO level with or professional dance experience
- 3 in the professional field;
- affinity with Misiconi's mission and vision;
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- living in the Rotterdam area, Randstad if possible;
- modern dance background and skills if possible;
- reliable and stable;
- independently, or in consultation with accessworker;

How to register for an audition?

● Interested? Prepare CV, motivation letter and dance video: Make sure your CV
contains all relevant dance experience and training. In the motivation letter you can
explain why you are interested in this opportunity and why you think you would be
a good addition to Misiconi. The dance video (showreel) allows you to demonstrate
dance skills.

● Send your CV, motivation letter and dance video to info@misiconi.nl, as indicated
in the vacancy. If you have specific needs or need additional support, please
mention that in your email as well.

● Prepare for the audition: If you are invited for the audition on November 23, 2023,
you will receive the necessary information to prepare yourself for.

● Keep an eye on the closing date: Make sure you submit your application before the
stated closing date of November 13, 2023.

This is a great opportunity for people with a passion for dance, and an interest in inclusive
and diverse dance environments. Good luck to those who apply!

If you have any other questions, please email us: info@misiconi.nl


